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Five of the most popular Amelia Bedelia books on one compact disc!Amelia Bedelia is the world's

most literal-minded housekeeper, who causes quite a ruckus whenever she's given a chance. In

Amelia Bedelia and the Surprise Shower, she arrives with a garden hose and the party is turned into

an uproarious mess. In Play Ball, Amelia Bedelia, her literal-mindedness adds a new dimension to

the game of baseball, and Thank You, Amelia Bedelia features Amelia Bedelia "pairing" the

vegetables and separating the eggs. In Come Back, Amelia Bedelia, Amelia Bedelia tries her hand

at a variety of new jobs after Mrs. Rogers fires her for her muddles. Collection includes:Amelia

BedeliaAmelia Bedelia and the Surprise ShowerPlay Ball, Amelia BedeliaThank You, Amelia

BedeliaCome Back, Amelia Bedelia
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I gave this to my 6-year-old niece, as she embarked on a long road trip to her dad's for the holidays.

It was a big hit - she giggled and listened eagerly for much of the trip, and never seemed to tire of

Amelia's adventures. The narration is great, and the storytelling is a classic part of childhood

literature.I think this (and similar books on CD) are a great alternative to portable movies or video

games. Stories are a great way to encourage imagination, and this is well done. My parents even

enjoyed listening to portions as they drove, proving that Amelia can be fun for a whole family!

This CD makes great listening for my grandchildren, ages 9 and 7. They love the stores and can

listen in the car or at home. I would recommend for anyone of any age. Amelia Bedelia has been a



family favorite for our family for more that thirty years.

We bought this for our 4-yr daugther's birthday. i'm a little confused because one of the first

statements on the audio CD is "open your book to..."... our CD did not come with any books. I do

think that would be a nice addition and am somewhat disappointed. We are still listening to the

stories, so cannot comment fully on them yet.

This CD is a favorite bedtime story for my adult multiply disabled and handicapped son. Listening to

this CD at night helps him relax with a smile on his face.

The funny stories of Amelia Bedelia are very popular in our home. Excellent and friendly reading

voice, nice music. A classic!

Children always love these stories and now even the non readers can better understand the way

she talks and acts.

My 9 year old daughter has to listen to this CD every night! She still loves Amelia Bedelia :)

Content of the books is ok, but the delivery is very slow and with many long pauses. This makes it

painful to listen too. It seems like it was recorded 40 years ago and could use an updated version

with some spunk. I would rather go back to listening to children's music.
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